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ICODEP

Impact of Changing fOreshore on flood DEfence Performance

q Sequence of storms may induce strong coastal erosion and damages, particularly if
no recovery time is allowed for beach reconstruction.
q Existing investigations on storm sequences analyze natural beaches. Very little
research is available on the behavior of beaches backed by a seawall, which are
quite common.
q The aim of the ICODEP project is to investigate the influence of bed mobility on the
performance of a flood defence structure.
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Experiments
Model characteristics:
• Initial planar sloping beach (1:15)
• 10:1 sloping seawall
• Beach material: natural quartz sand (d50=0.3 mm)
Wave generation:
• 3 sequences of 3 different triangular storms (C1, C2, C3)
• low and high SWL (Dh=0,46 m)
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Flume dimensions: 300m long, 5 m wide, 7 m deep
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Wheel bed profiler

Waves: 14 resistive WG, 7 acoustic US;
Velocities: 4 ADV;
Sediment concentration: 6 ABS;
Pressure and forces on the wall: 6 PS, 4 PPS, 5 LC;
Overtopping: gravimetric tank (4 FT, 1 PS);
Beach evolution: Wheel profiler, Laser scanners (3D and 2D);
Scour: 4 PPS

Laser 2D

Laser 3D

Total wave evolution

C1-1-S2-T1

C1-2-S2-T1

q The initial bed configuration influences Hm0
along the beach, in both HW and LW conditions
q The low frequency contribution is not affected
by the initial beach configuration
q The development of the bar shifts the onset of
breaking offshore
q The inshore erosion generates a increase of the
Hm0 close to the structure

Foreshore evolution
breaker bar

Along the beach profile, three main common morphological features
appear:
q an offshore breaker bar;
q a dissipative mild slope terrace within the surf zone;
q a scour hole at the toe of the sea wall.

o Similar features
o Different evolution
dissipative terrace
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Local sediment transport
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Convergence of sediment
transport, to form/migrate the bar

At HSWL, sediment transport reduces.
At LSWL, sediment transport is more
intense
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Once the bar system is formed, storm S1
is not able to change the profile
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Breaker bar dynamics
bar height

Same height of the bar at the end of two
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Almost nothing occurs during HSWL

Initial rapid change from
unstable planar condition

Breaker bar dynamics
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• Overall tendency to offshore
bar migration
offshore

Comparison with natural beaches

Large-scale tests

bar height vs. bar location
Comparing with large scale experiments on natural
beaches under erosive conditions:

q shorter active part of the beach
q relationship between bar height and bar distance from
the shoreline/toe of the wall is linear
q Angular coefficient of linear fit similar to Eichentopf et
al. [2018, CENG]

Eichentopf et al. [2018, CENG]

Comparison with natural beaches
dimensionless beach profile

wall

Large-scale tests

q Sediment demand for erosion is clearly provided by scouring
at the wall toe, but it is almost halved compared to natural
beaches
q Bar shape is similar, but more skewed toward the beach,
inducing earlier wave reforming
q Slope of terrace is larger, inducing lower wave dissipation
q Scour formation, with eventual only partial backfilling

wall

Fitting of large scale
tests on natural
beaches
wall
Eichentopf et al. [2018, CENG]

Scour at the toe of the structure

Berm height (>0)
initial beach
profile

Scour depth (<0)
wall

Backfilling of scour hole during LW
(mainly due to storm S1)

Tendency towards an equilibrium scour depth
Scour deeping during HW

Overtopping discharges

q Level of overtopping is sensitive to the evolution of the foreshore
(bar formation/beach lowering)
q Increase in wave overtopping volume for storm that start from an
eroded barred beach configuration, rather than a plain slope.

Conclusions
q Morphological features depend mainly on the total energy of the storm sequences
(bar volume/bar height/scour depth difference are smaller than 15-20%). Reflection
seems to play just a minor role on foreshore evolution.
q The time history of storms control the evolution pattern. Already after the third
storm, morphodynamic evolution is significantly slowed down. Tendency to
equilibrium seems relatively fast.
q Lower energy storms are not able to affect the morphology of barred beach
previously generated by more energetic storms.
q Deepening of the beach and bar formation induce up to 70-100% larger overtopping
volumes (for smaller storms), comparing with initially planar sloping beaches.

